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Background

ICT is envisaged to exert an important impact on 
brain performance, by its employment for 
improving several cerebral processes, through 
miniaturized and radically improved brain-
machine interfaces. 
Beyond drug-mediated approaches, brain 
implants and brain gene transfer aiming to 
restore central nervous system functions, altered 
by disease or trauma, constitute the cutting-
edge of CNS restorative R&D. 
Indeed, advances enabling interventions on the 
brain, are raising the possibility of: 

Restoring neural functions for therapeutic purposes.
Monitoring and controlling these functions.
Modifying and enhancing them.
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Aim of the presentation

The purpose of this presentation is to 
contribute to the discussion about:

First, the physical advantages.
And second the consequent industrial 
applicability expectations, 

of emerging Central Nervous System 
(CNS) implantable electronic micro-
device technologies, as they appear in 
the number and the quality of relevant 
Patent Applications filed. 
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Industrial Property (IP) Legislation 

Industrial Property (IP) legislation 
regulates the protection of innovation, 
and facilitates the cooperation of 
Industry and Academia. 
However, IP-Documents (Patents, filed 
applications etc.) are often disregarded: 

First, as a valuable source of technical 
knowledge;
Second as a powerful prediction instrument;

for the future trends of Research and 
Development. 
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Searching Brain-implants perspectives

Brain implants electrically 
stimulate (e.g. deep brain and Vagus nerve 
stimulation), 
block (e.g. intra-abdominal vagal blocking) 

and/or record signals

from single neurons or groups of neurons 
in the brain, provided that their function is 
at least partially identified. 
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The Search Instruments

All major relevant classes have been 
searched, by employing the on-line 
esp@cenet search - engine of the 
European Patent Office.
Several hundreds Patent - documents
have been retrieved and evaluated.
Promising IP-documents of specific areas  
have been also assessed for aspects of 
potential Ethical and Social importance.

Esp@cenet
Patent search
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Following the innovation trail

It is not realistic enough 
to predict in advance the 
specific physical settings 
and the technical details 
expected to appear after 
half a century.
However, it seems quite 
feasible to attempt to 
follow the innovation 
trail defined by some 
outstandingly innovative 
patents.

US2011130615 (A1) MULTI-MODALITY 
NEUROMODULATION OF BRAIN TARGETS
(including Vagus Nerve Stimulation)
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The employed inference method
We can  extrapolate our “guesstimate” towards the 
decades to come by: 

Combining premature hints often embedded in patent 
documents and aiming to extend the claimed legal 
and technical protection.
Starting from already existing or effortlessly 
predictable important needs and demands, related to 
healthcare.

Publication info:
WO2007149936 (A2) 
Priority date:
2006-06-20
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Searching for hints…

The “innovation path”
has pinpointed about a 
dozen of industrial 
property documents that 
may include hints, about 
the emerging “dream  
technologies”, to appear 
during the next few 
decades.
These documents and their 
future perspectives are 
perhaps worth of a short 
discussion at Jules Verne’s 
Corner.
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Indicative promising documents 
retrieved

FLEXIBLE ELECTRODE ARRAY FOR ARTIFICIAL VISION2010-09-16US20100229384

RETINAL IMPLANT AND VISUAL PROSTHESIS 
INCORPORATING SUCH AN IMPLANT2011-10-06WO2011120540

AIRWAY IMPLANT DEVICES AND METHODS OF USE2005-11-03WO2005102458

RED LIGHT IMPLANT FOR TREATING PARKINSON'S 
DISEASE2007-10-11US20070239235

IMPLANT, PREFERABLY BRAIN PACEMAKER USEFUL 
FOR TREATING PARKINSON'S DISEASE, COMPRISES AN 
IMPLANT BASE BODY, ANCHOR GROUPS ON THE 
SURFACE OF THE IMPLANT BASE BODY, AND 
APTAMERS, WHICH ARE BONDED TO THE ANCHOR 
GROUPS

2010-01-28DE102008040573

DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION IMPLANT WITH MICRO-COIL 
ARRAY2009-10-08US2009254146 

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR IMPLANTABLE LEADLESS 
SPINE STIMULATION2011-07-07US2011166621

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR IMPLANTABLE LEADLESS  
BRAIN STIMULATION2011-07-07US2011166620

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR IMPLANTABLE LEADLESS 
TISSUE STIMULATION2006-06-20WO2007149936

MULTI - MODALITY NEUROMODULATION OF BRAIN 
TARGETS2011-06-02US2011130615

Document TitlePublication DatePublication 
Number
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Implantable Neural Stimulator Patent 
Documents Number vs. Priority Year
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Implantable Brain Stimulator Patent 
Documents Number vs. Priority Year
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Brain and spine implantable 
leadless stimulation
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Deep Brain Stimulation and an 
Aptamer Chip-coating Technique 
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Red-light emitting Implant and airway 
Implant for Parkinson's Disease treatment   
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Retinal implant and flexible Array 
supporting Artificial Vision
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Monitoring and manipulating 
brain functions

Techniques for monitoring and manipulating 
brain functions are developing rapidly.
However, we still do not know precisely the 
interactions of the different systems of the 
brain. 
There are still “grey zones” concerning for 
instance:

The connection of a particular brain abnormality and a 
potential future psychopathology.
The influence of medication, of electronic and of 
biological implants on the beliefs, desires, intentions and 
emotions that constitute the human mind. 

Therefore, the Industrial Property document 
search has been focussed to include fields of 
cardinal social importance.
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Social and Ethical Implications 

However, our dream could easily become a 
nightmare, if the social, economical and cultural 
impact of these future technologies is being 
neglected. 
Brain implant technology is loaded with risky
and almost terrifying implications, related to 
thoroughly altering the kernel of human nature.
Restoring and Monitoring Neural Functions for 
Therapeutic Purposes is necessary and morally 
quite acceptable.
However, Controlling, Modifying & Enhancing
these functions, although presently not possible, 
constitute a cardinal emerging threat for the 
Mankind, concerning, both, the Biological and 
the Social aspects of the Human Personality. 
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Ethical Issues related to Neuroimaging 
and Neurotechnology methods

Not only “Brain-Chips”, but also  
Neuroimaging and other Neurotechnology
methods, possessing also the potential of: 

Revealing unconscious attitudes;
Detection of deception;
Other relevant ethical problems concerning the 
conception of human nature and features;

have attracted our attention
The associated potential ethical and legal 
issues taken into account are concerning:

Privacy intrusion aspects.
Reliability and validity aspects of predictive 
Neuroimaging.
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Brain Enhancement related 
Ethical Issues

Brain enhancement methods and emerging 
options are  concerning: 

Attention.
Alertness.
Memory.
Mood. 
Happiness.

The associated potential ethical and legal issues 
are concerning:

Safety.
Competition.
Alteration of the human-specific conditions.

Neurotechnology methods and options might 
induce ethical problems concerning features and 
the overall conception of human nature.
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Mental vs. Brain states

Neuroscience seems to show that mental 
states may be reduced to brain states, 
possibly even to appropriate quantum-
mechanical electron population states. 
Such approaches and concepts of:

first, the nature and the identity of the human 
personality;
second, its relation to the bodily functions
under investigation;

gives birth to serious moral-religious
and/or ethical-legal questions, outlined in 
the following slide.
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Crucial questions appraised

First, the direct correlation of personal 
responsibility and liability with specific 
(still to be investigated) neurobiological 
brain processes.
Second, the eligibility of psychiatric (?) 
treatment of mental disorders as “plain”
brain diseases.
Finally, CNS-enhancement techniques 
undermine the traditional belief (religious 
or natural) of the existence of the unity 
and autonomy of the human personality.
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Benefits of the retrieval and evaluation of 
Patent Documents

We are searching Patent Documents 
in the hope to reveal implicitly stated
Neuroscience related ethical and 
legal emerging issues.
The retrieval and evaluation of:

technical-economical-legal Patent and 
other related Documents,
rather than or complementary to 
traditional applied philosophy essays, 

offers twofold benefits: 
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Granted vs. “surviving” Patents

The first benefit is that the Industrial 
Property rights related necessary 
expenditure, reduces dramatically 
the number of granted and especially 
of “surviving” patents, compared to 
academic scientific papers.
Thus, the collective technological and 
capital-investment trends are much 
more reliably “mapped” on the 
patent-trail to be created.
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Time necessary between first 
Publication and Industrial Employment 

The second advantage is that there is 
usually enough time between the first 
publication of an important patent 
application and the incorporation of the 
described innovation into the industrial 
main-stream.
This time period allows for at least:

The spotting of critical ethical and legal issues, 
demanding cautiousness.
The restraint in their application, and 
eventually appropriate legislative action for the 
protection of the general public.
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Conclusions

It does not really matters, whether our 
prediction about the future course of 
Research and Development is accurate or 
not.
However, appraising and assessing in 
advance all relevant ethical issues, related 
to each emerging technical aspect, is a 
mandatory prerequisite, in order to keep 
this extremely sensible field of Science 
and Technology serving and not 
dominating the public.


